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Abstract

The inclusive pion double charge exchange (DCX) on oxygen nuclei has been measured
in the region where additional pion production is kinematically forbidden. The experiment
was performed at the ITEP PS at incidentπ− kinetic energiesT0 = 0.59, 0.75 and 1.1 GeV.
The integrated forward differential cross section was found to decrease with energy slowly.
At 1.1 GeV it exceeds the theoretical prediction within the conventional sequential single
charge exchange mechanism with a neutral pion in the intermediate state (Glauber elastic
rescattering) by about a factor of five. The sequential mechanism with two pions in the
intermediate state (Glauber inelastic rescatterings), which was proposed recently, seems to
be able to explain the observed energy dependence and allowsto predict the DCX cross
section at higher energies.
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1 Introduction

Although pion double charge exchange (DCX) reactions on nuclei have long been
studied, understanding the reaction mechanism within models of pion propagation
through a nucleus appears to be a complicated problem because of the two-nucleon
nature of the process. Nevertheless the unique feature of pion DCX of requiring at
least two like nucleons of a nucleus to participate providesa good testing ground for
an investigation of different few-body and nuclear structure effects in the nucleus
(see [1]-[3] and references therein). The pion DCX process was first suggested as a
probe of short range nucleon-nucleon correlations by De Shalit, Drell and Lipkin in
1961 [4]. The pioneering measurement of pion DCX was done at JINR [5] in 1963
at 30 – 80 MeV in inclusive reactions. The next step was made atmeson factories
which gave start to the investigation of exclusive DCX reactions since 1977. While
these reactions were mainly used for the study of nuclear structure effects (excita-
tion of double isobar-analog transitions, search for exotic nuclear states etc.), both
inclusive and exclusive DCX measurements are important to study hadron dynam-
ics.

For energies up to 0.5 GeV the conventional mechanism of two sequential single
charge exchanges (SSCX) has traditionally been able to explain the main features
of pion DCX. The thorough experimental investigations of the differential cross
sections of inclusive DCX reactions,A(π±, π∓)X, for a wide range of nuclei from
3He to 208Pb in the energy region of∆ resonance (see Ref. [6]-[8] and the recent
theoretical analysis [9]) confirmed that the SSCX is the dominant mechanism. The
rather smooth energy dependence of forward exclusive DCX cross section from 0.3
to 0.5 GeV [3], [10] was successfully reproduced by Oset et al. in [11] within SSCX
calculations in the Glauber approach using knownπN amplitudes. For higher ener-
gies these authors [11] predicted a strong decrease of forward exclusive DCX cross
section. Any significant deviation from the expected low value of the DCX cross
section near 1 GeV offers a unique possibility to search for nonconventional DCX
mechanisms (short range NN correlations, in particular) [11], [12].

We present here an experimental study of inclusive pion DCX at energies above
0.5 GeV, where there are no data available. Inclusive processes have much larger
cross sections than exclusive ones and their registration does not require an excel-
lent energy resolution. So, they are within existing experimental possibilities. The-
oretically, the energy behaviour of the inclusive reactions seems less sensitive to the
details of the nuclear structure and within the SSCX model reflects the energy de-
pendence of theπN single charge exchange (SCX) amplitude [13]. At high energy,
the DCX reactions can be studied in the kinematical region near the high-energy
end point of the pion spectra, where pion production (the(π, ππ) process) on one
nucleon is kinematically forbidden. The few existing experiments on DCX at high
energies [14,15] have no events in this specific region of true DCX. For example,
the events measured atTπ = 1.7 GeV on4He [15] belong to the region where both
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true DCX and two-pion production on a single nucleon coexist. Actually, the anal-
ysis performed in Ref. [15] reveals the dominance of the later mechanism followed
by a two-body pion absorption at this energy.

The goal of this study is to get an information to clarify the mechanism of pion
DCX on nuclei in the energy region near 1 GeV. Our preliminaryresults [16] and
[17], obtained at the ITEP PS definitely showed that at 0.75 GeV and at 1.1 GeV
we observed a pion DCX signal at a higher level than predictedin the framework of
the SSCX model. The attempts [18] and [19] to explain this observation have led to
the suggestion of a new mechanism [19] of pion DCX at energiesabove 0.6 GeV.

The results considered below are based on our full statistics of π+ energy spectra
from the reaction

π− + 16O → π+ + X (1)

atT0 = 0.59, 0.75 and 1.1 GeV (scattering angleθ = 0 – 14o).

The paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup and data taking proce-
dure are described in Section 2. Event selection is presented in Section 3. The DCX
cross section calculation and an analysis of our results onπ+ spectra are given in
Section 4. In Section 5 the comparison of the experimental data with the SSCX
model is made. Energy dependence of DCX cross section is discussed in Section
6. Nonconventional mechanisms of DCX and the theoretical interpretation of the
results are discussed in Section 7. Conclusion is given in Section 8.

2 Experimental setup and data taking

The data were taken at the ITEP 10-GeV Proton Synchrotron using negative pion
beams with momentap0 = 0.72, 0.88 and 1.26 GeV/c (T0 = 0.59, 0.75 and 1.1
GeV).1 The beam flux was (1 - 5)×105 pions per 1 second spill. The experiment
was done at the 3m magnet spectrometer instrumented with multigap optical spark
chambers [20]. The layout of the experimental setup is shownin Fig. 1. The beam
pions, defined by scintillation hodoscopeH1 and scintillation countersC2 andC3,
struck the target placed in the middle of the magnet. The hodoscopeH1 (of 24 scin-
tillation counters placed at the intermediate focus of the beam) made it possible to
determine a beam pion momentum with a precision of±0.3%, while the full mo-
mentum acceptance of the beam was∆p/p ∼5%. The scintillation counterC6 was
used only for the beam adjustment. During the runs, the proportional chambersPC1

andPC2 served for the on-line monitoring of the beam position at theentrance of
the target. Most of the beam particles passing through the target without interaction

1 The values ofp0 andT0 are related to the middle of the target.
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were vetoed by the counterC5. C̆erenkov counter̆C2 filled with freon-12 was used
to reject electrons. The electron contamination in the beamwas 10%, 6.5% and 3%
at p0 = 0.72, 0.88 and 1.26 GeV/c, respectively. Beam particle trajectories were
reconstructed with the help of the beam spark chamber (BSC, 10 gaps, 1 gap = 0.8
cm) and large spark chambers (LSC 1 - 3, 32 gaps in total) placed in the magnetic
field.

The H2O and D2O targets were contained in the identical cylindrical cells(with
8 cm in diameter and 9.5 cm in length) made of 0.014 cm stainless steel. They
were positioned on the turnplate together with6Li, 7Li, 12C and “empty” targets.
During each run they were substituted one for another at regular time intervals.
The preliminary results with6Li and 7Li targets can be found in [16] and [21]. The
results for12C will be published elsewhere.

Positive particles from the reactions

π− + A → (e+, π+, p, d) + X, (2)

emitted from the target in the forward direction were detected in three planes of
scintillation hodoscopesH5, H2 andH3 (14 elements with overall area∼1.5 m2).
A time-of-flight (TOF) betweenC2 andH3 (on the base of∼6 m) was measured
to select pions, protons and deuterons with the appropriatetriggers2 . The outgoing
particle momentum was measured in the large spark chambers LSC 4 - 6 (30 gaps
in total), placed in the magnet. For each beam momentum the current in the magnet
was set proportional to the beam momentum to have the same space topology of the
events in the spectrometer. Pions were discriminated from protons/deuterons using
the TOF measurement and from positrons using signals from the high pressure
thresholdC̆erenkov counter̆C3 [24] of 1.6 m in diameter filled with freon-12.

Sparks, coded hodoscope hits and a TOF code (and some other information) were
photographed by a fast camera. All pictures without preliminary scanning were
measured by a flying-spot digitizer PSP-2. Spark positions were reconstructed in
space and the track parameters were calculated. Event recognition, reconstruction
and DST (data summary tape) production were carried out withthe set of computer
codes developed for our spectrometer [25]. For each event the information written
to the DST included the momenta of incoming and outgoing particles at the vertex,
vertex coordinates, hodoscope hits, TOF values, etc. The analysis of the DST was
carried out with the help of the HBOOK package.

2 The proton and the deuteron triggers used the scintillationhodoscopeH4 and the scin-
tillation counterC7 in coincidence to detect backwardπ−. With these triggers backward
quasielasticπ−p andπ−d scattering was studied. The preliminary results were published
in [22] and in [23], respectively.
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About 37000 pictures were taken with the H2O and D2O targets with pion triggers

Sπ = (H1C2C3
¯̆
C2)C̄5(H5H2H3

¯̆
C3)(C2H3)tπ, (3)

whereC̆erenkov counters̆C2 andC̆3 were used to reject electrons /positrons, and

S ′
π = (H1C2C3)C̄5(H5H2H3)(C2H3)tπ; (4)

both triggers selected pions by the TOF coincidence window(C2H3)tπ. These trig-
gers worked simultaneously with the proton and the deuterontriggers (see footnote
2). With theSπ trigger not only the cross section of the reaction (1) was mea-
sured but also the positron background (using the taggedC̆3 signal). The measured
positron background allowed to extract the cross section ofthe reaction (1) also
from the events of theS ′

π trigger. However̆Cerenkov counters limited the accep-
tance of the setup for the proton and the deuteron triggers. So, a part of the statistics
was taken with theSπ trigger and another part with theS ′

π trigger.

The numbers of events,NDST, written to the DST with theSπ trigger were 22060,
2456 and 1752 atT0 = 0.59 , 0.75 and 1.1 GeV, respectively, and with theS ′

π trigger
were 5395 and 5073 atT0 = 0.75 and 1.1 GeV.

3 π− 16O → π+ X event selection

Events of the reaction (1), which has relatively low cross section, constituted a
small part ofNDST, the main part came from the beam scattering off the magnet
coil and yoke. The contribution of these events, as well as ofthose originating from
the outgoing particle interaction in the material of hodoscopesH5, H2 and H3,
was effectively suppressed by two requirements: the trajectory of forward going
particle should be successfully reconstructed in all threespark chambers LSC 4 -
6, and the extrapolated trajectory should cross the hit elements of the hodoscopes.
The final sample contained the events of the reaction (1), proton background from
the reaction (2) and also positron background (only for theS ′

π trigger).

The proton background was mainly suppressed by the TOF coincidence(C2H3)tπ

on the trigger level. The typical distribution ofM2
t , the outgoing particle mass

squared3 , is shown in Fig. 2 for a sum of pion (Sπ), proton and deuteron triggers
taken atT0 = 0.59 GeV. The hatched area in Fig. 2 shows the events of the pion

3 Mt was calculated using the relationM2
t = p2(1−β2)/β2, wherep is a particle momen-

tum measured by the spectrometer andβ is the velocity determined by the TOF measure-
ment (1/β = α(N − N0), whereN is the TDC channel number andα andN0 are known
constants).
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trigger, which accepted also protons with relatively high momenta. In the momen-
tum distribution of these events (see Fig. 3) the two groups of events within the
momentum acceptance of the apparatus (solid curve) are protons (at higher mo-
menta) and pions. The cut onM2

t (events between the arrows in Fig. 2) practically
suppressed the events to the right of the beam momentum (protons) (see hatched
histogram in Fig. 3). The remaining events in this region were considered as the
proton background from the non Gaussian TOF tail.

The DCX candidates for the reaction (1) lie at the high-energy part of the pion spec-
trum in the kinematical region∆T = T0 − T ≤ mπ ≃ 140 MeV (T is the kinetic
energy of outgoing pion), where the additional pion production is forbidden. The
number of the DCX candidates was 434, 77 and 15 forT0 = 0.59, 0.75 and 1.1 GeV.
The proton background in the DCX region was estimated by the extrapolation of
the distribution with the momentum higher thanp0 to the lower momentum region
(for T0 = 0.59 GeV see hatched histogram in Fig. 3). The extrapolation function
was taken from the momentum distribution of protons from thereactionπ−p→pX
measured separately. This function weakly decreased with the decrease of momen-
tum. The contribution of the proton background events to theDCX region increased
with the beam momentum and appeared to be (6± 1)%, (13± 4)% and (20± 9)%
for T0 = 0.59, 0.75 and 1.1 GeV in theSπ trigger. The positron background was
rejected in this trigger with the use ofC̆erenkov counters.

In order to select the events of the reaction (1) in the S′
π trigger, it was necessary also

to eliminate the beam positron background, BPB, and to subtract the target positron
background, TPB. The BPB came from the electron admixture inthe beam, which
produced fast forward positrons via bremsstrahlung in the target (following by the
γ conversion intoe+

forwarde
− pair). Forward positrons gave a sharp peak in the beam

direction while pions and protons had a flat distribution within the acceptance. In
Fig. 4 we show the distributions of outgoing positive particles (pions, protons and
positrons) on the vertical projection of the reaction angle, ∆λ (contrary to the hor-
izontal one it was not distorted by the influence of the magnetic field). The hatched
histogram in this figure stands for protons. The width of the zero-angle positron
peak was determined by multiple scattering in the target (σ∆λ <∼ 0.005 rad for wa-
ter target atT0 = 1.1 GeV). The cut|∆λ| ≥ 0.03 rad (see vertical arrows in Fig. 4)
rejected the BPB in theS ′

π trigger to a level of less than 3%.

The momentum distribution, analogous to the one presented in Fig. 3 forT0 = 0.59
GeV and theSπ trigger is shown in Fig. 5 forT0 = 1.1 GeV and theS ′

π trigger
events. Here, the additional cut|∆λ| ≥ 0.03 rad was applied to reject BPB (for
more details see [26]). The DCX region in this case contains events of the reaction
(1) and of proton and positron (TPB) backgrounds. The numberof the DCX can-
didates was 45 and 57 respectively forT0 = 0.75 and 1.1 GeV. The contribution of
the proton background events to the DCX region was (10± 5)% and (15± 7)%
for T0 = 0.75 and 1.1 GeV, respectively.
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TPB is induced by the beam pion interaction in the target (π−A → π0A′, π0 →
γγ, γ → e+

forwarde
− or from Dalitz decayπ0 → e+

forwarde
−γ). The use of̆Cerenkov

detectorC̆3 with theSπ trigger suppressed this background, while in theS ′
π trigger

we should take it into account. To estimate TPB we analyzed the C̆3 signal in the
Sπ trigger in order to select events with forward going positrons and pions. The
C̆3 signals due to knockout ofδ electrons inC̆3 and to the noise of its PMTs were
also taken into account. The ratio of TPB events to the DCX candidates (pions plus
TPB) for |∆λ| ≥ 0.03 rad was (12± 4)% and (14± 8)% for T0 = 0.75 and 1.1
GeV, respectively.

4 Cross section calculation

The events which satisfied the requirements of the previous Section were taken as
candidates for the reaction (1). In order to facilitate the comparison of the data at
different energies, we used event distributions on∆T = T0 − T (∆T > 0). The
calibration of the∆T scale was checked using the position of the backward elastic
π−p scattering peak in the reactionπ−p → pX (M 2

X = m2
π ≃ 0.0195 GeV2) for

the proton trigger on the water target. The∆T resolution was estimated from the
width of this peak, and varied from 6 to 8 MeV forT0 from 0.59 to 1.1 GeV. As an
example, in Fig. 6 the proton spectrum obtained atT0 = 0.59 GeV was fitted with
a sum of two Gaussians (solid curve), one for the proton peak and another for the
oxygen background (dashed curve).

In Fig. 7 angular distributions of the DCX events taken with theSπ trigger atT0 =
0.59 GeV are shown in comparison with the Monte Carlo (MC) calculations nor-
malized to the same number of events. The calculations were performed assuming
that the DCX differential cross section does not depend on a laboratory angle of
π+ emission. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that within our angular acceptance and
statistics this assumption is in a good agreement with the data for all intervals of
π+ momentum. It allows us to calculate the differential cross section as an average
over the angular acceptance using the following expression

d2σ(T0, ∆T )

dΩdT
=

NDCX(T0, ∆T )

(ρl/A)NAvN0∆T∆Ω(T0, ∆T )

b

k
, (5)

whereNDCX(T0, ∆T ) is the number of DCX candidates in the interval∆T = 20
MeV; A is the target mass number,ρ andl are the target density and thickness,NAv

is the Avogadro constant, andN0 is the beam flux.

The correction factorb takes into account the proton and the positron backgrounds.
In the case of theSπ trigger, b = 0.94±0.01, 0.87±0.04 and 0.80±0.09 atT0 =
0.59, 0.75 and 1.1 GeV, respectively. For theS ′

π trigger we have 0.71±0.06 and
0.71±0.09 atT0 = 0.75 and 1.1 GeV.
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The correction parameterk =
∏

i ki, i = 1, 2, ..., 5 accounts for lepton contami-
nation in the beam (k1), beam halo on the target (k2), pion decay in the apparatus
(k3), pion absorption in the water target (k4), and pion absorption in the detector
material (k5). Depending on the beam momentum the value ofk varied from 0.53
to 0.75 with the uncertainty± 0.04;k1 = 0.81 – 0.94 (± 0.02),k2 = 0.77 – 0.96 (±
0.04),k3 = 0.94 – 0.97 (± 0.03),k4 = 0.87 – 0.92 (± 0.02), andk5 = 0.94 – 0.98
(± 0.02). The empty-target background was measured during each run and varied
within 3± 1 %. To check the overall cross section normalization we applied a pro-
cedure analogous to formula (5) to obtain the cross section of the backward elastic
π−p scattering with the proton trigger on a water target. The angular dependence of
this cross section is in an agreement with the partial-wave analysis (PWA) of SAID
[27] shown in Fig. 8 (solid line is the FA02 solution).

The forward differential cross section of the reaction (1) at the beam kinetic ener-
giesT0 = 0.59, 0.75 and 1.1 GeV was calculated according to formula (5) as the
mean value of the cross sections on H2O and D2O targets. The angular acceptance
wasθ = 0 – 14o for theSπ trigger and 2 – 10o for theS ′

π trigger with the mean
value≈5o. At T0 = 0.59 GeV and with theSπ trigger, the spectra were measured for
two settings of the hodoscopeH2, target and magnetic field, which provided small
[17] and large∆T acceptance with approximately the same mean accepted angle.
In Fig. 9(a) the∆T distribution obtained for the DCX cross section with the large
acceptance is shown. The cross section grows monotonously in the range of∆T
from 0.03 to 0.25 GeV and has no peculiarity at the threshold of the additional pion
production process. Within our resolution we don’t see a signal of the16C ground
state [28] from the reaction16O(π−, π+)16C(g.s.), which could appear at∆T =18.4
MeV.

In Figs. 9(b) and (c), we show the summed spectra obtained with theSπ and the
S ′

π triggers at 0.75 and 1.1 GeV. The cross sections integrated over the∆T ranges
from 0 to 80 MeV (〈dσ/dΩ〉80) 4 and from 0 to 140 MeV (〈dσ/dΩ〉140) with their
statistical errors are presented in Table 1 for theSπ and theS ′

π triggers separately.
As their values are in a good agreement for each beam energy wecalculated the
average values of the integrated cross sections; they are placed in the last line of the
Table 1. The systematic errors are≈ 10%. The present values of〈dσ/dΩ〉80 at 0.59
and 0.75 GeV are fully compatible with the preliminary results of Ref. [17].

5 Comparison with the SSCX model

The first step towards an interpretation of the experimentalresults is to compare
them with a calculation based on the conventional SSCX mechanism, represented

4 This ∆T interval was chosen to make the comparison with the inclusive data [29] at
lower energy (LAMPF) which were kindly placed at our disposal by A.Williams.
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Table 1
The DCX cross sections integrated over the∆T range from 0 to 80 MeV,〈dσ/dΩ〉80, and
over the∆T range from 0 to 140 MeV,〈dσ/dΩ〉140, obtained using pion triggersSπ, and
S′

π and the averaged values of these cross sections (last line).

〈dσ/dΩ〉80, µb/sr 〈dσ/dΩ〉140, µb/sr

T0, GeV 0.59 0.75 1.1 0.59 0.75 1.1

Sπ 18.8±2.1 11.6±2.3 11.4±4.0 80.2±4.3 43.4±5.1 23.3±6.5

S′
π 10.5±2.7 6.4±1.9 41.4±6.5 31.4±4.7

〈Sπ+S′
π〉 18.8±2.1 11.1±1.8 7.3±1.7 80.2±4.3 42.6±4.0 28.6±3.8

by diagram (a) in Fig. 10 (H0 = π0). For this purpose we have used a Monte-
Carlo cascade model constructed to describe pion induced multichannel reactions
(quasielastic, SCX, DCX, absorption andπ production) at pion energies above
0.5 GeV [13]. This approach has been earlier applied to the description of pion-
nucleus inclusive reactions (including DCX) atTπ = 85 − 350 MeV [30,31].
The basic idea is that a pion propagating inside a nucleus canundergo elastic or
quasielastic collisions, be absorbed by two or three nucleons or produce another
pion. The probabilities per unit length of these processes are included in the model,
taking into account medium effects: Pauli blocking, Fermi motion and nucleon
binding energy. Furthermore, the renormalization of theπN amplitude has been
incorporated following Ref. [11]. When compared to the quasielastic data [13], the
model was able to reproduce the quasielastic peak but underestimates pion pro-
duction. This discrepancy is common to other cascade codes like, for example the
cascade exciton model (CEM) [32] and has been addressed in a recent publication
[33]. However, the present study, is mainly confined to the region where additional
pion production is forbidden, and which is well described bySCX.

The SSCX contribution to the cross section of the reaction (1) calculated in the
framework of the MC cascade model [13] is shown in Fig. 9 by thesolid curves.
Model predictions slightly overestimate the measured cross section for∆T < 140
MeV at T0 = 0.59 GeV and strongly underestimate it atT0 = 1.1 GeV. As for
the pion production contribution, we can compare the theoretical predictions (see
dashed curves in Fig. 9) with the experimental results only at T0 = 0.59 GeV, where
we have a large∆T acceptance. It can be seen that the calculation overestimates
the measured points. This discrepancy could be related to the fact that the pion pro-
duction mechanism, the scattering angles and energies of the outgoing particles are
assumed to follow the 3-body phase space distribution due tothe lack of measured
differential cross sections [13].

Since there are no other experimental data on the reaction (1) at our energies, we
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performed calculations for the charge symmetric reaction

π+ + 16O → π− + X (6)

at T0 = 0.4 – 0.5 GeV forθ = 5o to compare them with the available data taken
at LAMPF [29]. In Fig. 11 we see that the SSCX calculation (solid curve) over-
estimates these data. It is worth mentioning here, that the forward cross sections
of the exclusive reactions14C(π+, π−)14O and18O(π+, π−)18Ne, which were cal-
culated within Glauber theory without free parameters [11], also appeared to be
higher than the measured ones atT0 = 300 – 525 MeV [10]. The authors of [11]
succeeded in reaching an agreement with the data of [10] after they took into con-
sideration a medium polarization, which led to the renormalization of the charge
exchangeπN amplitude. Taking this effect into account in our model substantially
decreases the value of the DCX cross section for the reactionon 16O (see dashed
curves in Fig. 11) and improves an agreement with the data atT0 = 0.59 GeV.
However for higher energies, as it will be shown in the next Section, it results in
larger deviation from the data.

6 Energy dependence

In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the energy dependence of the partiallyintegrated pion DCX
cross sections〈dσ/dΩ〉80 and〈dσ/dΩ〉140 is shown. The results from the last line of
Table 1 are presented by the black circles, while the experimental data of [7] for the
reaction (1) atT0 = 0.18, 0.21 and 0.24 GeV andθ = 25o, and the results of [29]
on the reaction (6) are shown by empty circles and squares, respectively. The DCX
cross section decreases with energy by about a factor of six from 0.18 to 1.1 GeV,
but the cross section calculated within the SSCX model forθ = 5o (solid curves in
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13) falls considerably faster in the region of 0.6 – 1.1 GeV. This
behaviour reflects the fast decrease of a single charge exchangeπN amplitude in
this energy region. At 0.75 and 1.1 GeV the measured cross section is significantly
larger than expected from the conventional SSCX mechanism.Therefore, other
(nonconventional) approaches to the high energy DCX or a substantial modification
of πN amplitudes are needed to explain the observed discrepancy between theory
and experiment.

The results of the theoretical calculations within the SSCXmechanism with medium
polarization are shown by dashed-dotted curves marked withstars. The shape of
these curves with and without medium polarization effect issimilar and the dis-
crepancy of the theory and the experiment gets even larger when it is taken into
account.

Finally, let us note that the cross section of the exclusive reaction16O(π+, π−)16Ne,
that is a small part of the inclusive process (6), falls in therange 0.18 – 0.25 GeV
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[34]-[35], then increases up to 0.3 GeV and stays constant within experimental
errors up to 0.5 GeV [36].

7 Other approaches to pion DCX

We observed a large deviation of the measured DCX cross section from the SSCX
prediction at high energy. Two new approaches have been tried to explain the phe-
nomenon. The first calculations of the contribution of mesonexchange currents
(MEC) to DCX (see diagrams (c) in Fig. 10) in this energy region have been per-
formed in [18] for the exclusive reaction18O(π+, π−)18Ne. At T0 > 0.5 GeV they
showed a weak energy dependence comparable with the one seenin our experiment
for inclusive DCX. This reflects the very weak energy dependence of the MEC am-
plitudes. However, the absolute values of MEC amplitude appeared to be too small
to be relevant.

A new idea was proposed in Ref. [19]. It was shown that the Glauber inelastic
rescatterings (IR) (see diagram (a) in Fig. 10 withH0 being a multipion state) gave
an important contribution to the inclusive DCX cross section at energiesT0

>∼ 0.6
GeV and allowed to understand the relatively slow decrease of the cross section
with energy. The cross section of the reaction (1) was expressed as the sum of
two terms, one with an intermediateπ0 (SSCX) and another with an intermedi-
ate2π state (IR contribution). The IR part was calculated [37] in the framework
of the Gribov-Glauber approach to DCX using the experimental data on the reac-
tionsπ−p → ππN [38] and the one pion exchange (OPE) model (see diagram (b)
in Fig. 10). The dotted and dashed curves in Figs. 12 and 13 correspond to up-
per and lower boundaries of the theoretical estimation. Theupper limit is close to
the experimental data, especially for〈dσ/dΩ〉140, which represents a considerable
improvement with respect to the SSCX calculation. Althoughat present the uncer-
tainty in these predictions is rather large the IR contribution seems to be able to
explain the observed energy dependence.

The analysis of [37] indicates that at higher energies the low-boundary curve (the
dashed one) is more justified and that in this case the averagedistances,d, between
nucleons participating in the interaction are relatively small: d ∼ (2mN∆T )−1/2.
These nucleons are rather closely correlated and can be evenconsidered as a 6-
quark system corresponding to the diagram (d) in Fig. 10.

Although the diagrams (b) and the upper one in (c) (see Fig. 10), which stand for
IR in the OPE model and MEC respectively, look similar, we would like to stress
their principal difference: in the OPE model we treat theπ−π+-scattering ampli-
tude as a function ofM2 (M is the mass of the intermediate stateH0) and integrate
it over this variable while in the MEC model theπ−π+ amplitude is approximated
as a point-like interaction taken at the threshold (M = 2mπ). Due to the soft pion
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theorems the last amplitude is small and thus leads to small modifications of SSCX
predictions [18]. We take into account both real and imaginary parts ofπ−π+ am-
plitude in the regions ofM2 where they are not small, so it is not surprising that our
calculations for DCX cross sections are substantially higher than SSCX predictions
(even for the dashed curves in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13).

8 Conclusion and outlook

In summary, we have performed the first measurement of the cross section for
the forward inclusive reactionπ− +16 O → π++ X at energiesT0 = 0.59 – 1.1
GeV, in the region where additional pion production is kinematically forbidden.
We have found that the cross section decreases with energy considerably slower
than it is predicted by the conventional DCX mechanism of two(or more) sequen-
tial single charge exchanges with aπ0 in the intermediate state. AtT0 = 1.1 GeV,
the experimental cross section is a factor of five larger thanthe theoretical one.
This discrepancy implies that new mechanisms should be invoked in the region of
T0 ∼ 1 GeV. The contribution of two-pion intermediate states, obtained within the
Glauber-Gribov framework, seems to play an important role but the large theoret-
ical uncertainty of the calculation does not allow to come tomore definite conclu-
sion. Experimental data at higher energies will be extremely helpful to clarify the
situation and to constrain this model.
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Fig. 1. The layout of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 2. The mass squared of positive particles from the reactionπ−A → (e+, π+,p,d)X,
for the sum of events taken with a pion, a proton and a deuterontriggers atT0 = 0.59 GeV.
The hatched histogram corresponds to the pion (Sπ) trigger.
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Fig. 3. The momentum distributions of the outgoing particlein theSπ trigger atT0 = 0.59
GeV. The hatched histogram is after the cut onM2

t to reject protons. The solid curve is the
acceptance of the apparatus (arbitrary units).
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Fig. 4. The vertical projection of the reaction angle of the outgoing particles (e+, π+ and
p) in theS′

π trigger. The hatched histogram is for the protons. Verticalarrows correspond
to the∆λ value of± 0.03 rad.
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Fig. 5. The momentum distributions of the outgoing particles in theS′
π trigger atT0 =

1.1 GeV after the cut|∆λ| ≥ 0.03 rad to reject beam positron background. The hatched
histogram is after the cut onM2

t to reject protons.p0 is the beam momentum.
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Fig. 6. Missing mass squared for the reactionπ−p → pX on the H2O target. The solid
curve is a two-Gaussian fit withσ = 0.011 and 0.049, and peak positions of 0.018 and
0.011 GeV2 respectively. The narrower Gaussian describes the elastic(pion) peak while
the other, shown by the dashed curve, stands for the oxygen background.
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Fig. 7. Angular distributions of events in the reaction (1) for various ranges of the outgoing
positive pion momenta. Solid curves represent the acceptance of the apparatus according to
the MC calculations assuming a uniform distribution of the cross section on cosθ (arbitrary
units).
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Fig. 8. The differential cross section for the backwardπ−p elastic scattering as a function
cos θc.m.s (θc.m.s is a c.m.s. angle between the incoming pion and the outgoing proton) at
T0 = 0.59 GeV (a),T0 = 0.75 GeV (b) andT0 = 1.1 GeV (c). The solid lines are the PWA
predictions taken from SAID (FA02 solution). The errors arestatistical only.
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Fig. 9. Differential cross section of the reactionπ−16O→ π+X at 〈θ〉 ≈ 5o as a function
of ∆T = T0 − T for different pion beam momenta : (a)T0 = 0.59 GeV, measured with
the Sπ trigger; (b)T0 = 0.75 GeV, sum of both theSπ and theS′

π triggers; (c)T0 = 1.1
GeV, sum of both theSπ and theS′

π triggers. The solid and dashed curves were calculated
in the framework of the MC cascade model for the sequential mechanism (SSCX) and the
additional pion production, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Diagrams contributing to pion double charge exchange on a nucleus –
(a) sequential charge exchanges on two different protons:
H0 = π0, sequential single charge exchanges (SSCX),
H0 = η0, ρ0... quasielastic rescatterings,
H0 = nπ, inelastic Glauber rescatterings (H0 = 2π0, π+π−, ...),
(b) inelastic rescatterings withH0 = 2π in the OPE model,
(c) meson exchange currents (MEC),
(d) short-rangeNN correlations.
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Fig. 11. Double-differential cross sections forπ+16O → π−X [29] and π−16O → π+X
reactions versus∆T . Curves are calculated in the framework of SSCX mechanism with
(dashed curve) and without (solid curve) medium polarization.
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Fig. 12. Energy dependence of the DCX cross section integrated over the∆T range from
0 to 80 MeV.
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Fig. 13. Energy dependence of the DCX cross section integrated over the∆T range from
0 to 140 MeV.
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